
 
GOODS CLUES 

Give this 1st clue to participant. 

Shinny and red, I grow on a tree.  Come take a bite!  I’m 
delicious…you’ll see! (Apple) 

Put this clue where you keep the fruit along with the Apple 
puzzle piece. 

I’ve got pages and chapters; a good story is fun.  I’m found 
on your nightstand.  Come get me…and RUN! (Book) 

Put this clue in a book on the nightstand along with the book 
puzzle piece. 

You use me at school, and I don’t make a sound.  I’ve a point 
and eraser…in a desk I am found. (Pencil) 

Put this clue in the top desk drawer along with the pencil 
puzzle piece. 

I’m round and I bounce…but NOT in the house!  To the 
garage you must go for the next clue to show. (Basketball or 
any ball) 

 



Put this clue by a ball in the garage along with the basketball 
puzzle piece.  

You wear me and wash me; in the closet I live.  Come find 
me on a hanger, and the next clue I’ll give. (Shirt) 

Put this clue in the closet along with the shirt puzzle piece. 

Hop on…let’s go, and don’t make me beg.  My wheels can be 
fast…just use your legs. (Bicycle) 

Put this clue on a bike along with the bicycle puzzle piece.  

I’m soft and comfortable.  Come have a seat!  Pull up my 
cushion, and the next clue you’ll meet. (Couch) 

 

Put this clue under the couch cushion along with the couch 
puzzle piece. 

I grow in the garden and sure smell so good.  Water me 
often?  Yes, you should! (Flowers) 

Put this clue outside by flowers along with the flowers puzzle 
piece. 

I’m soft and cuddly, so please squeeze me tight.  Give me a 
hug, and you’ll sleep through the night. (Teddy Bear) 

Put the Teddy Bear puzzle piece by a Teddy Bear or favorite 
stuffed animal.  END OF SCAVENGER HUNT 



Goods Puzzle Pieces
(Print this double-sided so D. Pozit prints on the back!)
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